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1. Introduction to the Cnlorimeters 

This review summarizes some of the experien~e of our group 

in liquid scintillation hadron calorimetry. My task, as requested 

by Muzaffer Atac, is .. to review what does not get into the 

journals". Th~refore, this paper contains the tricks and the 

trivia as practiced in Ferrni1ab Experiment lA and in Brookhaven 

Experiment 613. 

For concreteness, we will consider two operating calorimeters. 

The first, shown in Fig. la, is the FNAL neutrino experiment lA 

hadron calorimeter~ This device is a large, rectangular box 

filled with pure liquid scintillator. It meas~';:es the energy of 

hadronic sho\~ers produced by neutrino interactions occurring in the 

liquid. It is eight absorption lengths2 long (fourteen radiation 

lengths) and four absorption lengths wide. The device contains 

sixty tons of pure liquid, and is viewed by two hundred five-inch 

diameter photomultiplier (PM) tubes. It is optically divided 

into sixteen slabs, each perpendicular to the beam; each slab is 

viewed by twelve five-inch P~1's, six on each side. The detector 

must measure energy deposits from 10 MeV (1/10 of a mini~um 

ionizing particle in one slab) to 300 GeV (the maximum 

possible neutrino energy) i.e., it must respond over a dynamic 

4 range of 10 . The linear sum of the signals from the twelve tubes 

viewing each slab goes to a pulse height analysis channel. Figure 

lb shows the distribution of hadronic energy deposited in each of 

the sixteen slabs for a typical event. Notice that each of the 

first ten slabs has no energy deposition above the minimum 

measurable deposition (equivalent to one-tenth that deposited by 

I .. ... . 1) Th t - . t .a m1n1mum 1on~z~n9 partlc e. ever ex or an 1n eractlon 
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occurs in slab No. 11. The associated hadronic cascade develops 

and is partially absorbed before it leaves the rear of the 

calorimeter. 

The second device that we discuss is a similar calorimeter 

used in Brookhaven Neutrino Experiment 613. This calorimeter, 

again in the shape of a rectangular box (see Fig. 2) is optically 

segmented into 200 cylinders, each perpendicular to the beam, 

eight inches square in cross section and nine feet long. The device 

contains thirty tons of pure liquid, and is viewed by 400 two-inch 

PM tubes. This detector must sense loN energy hadrons (-1 GeV), 

typically one or two, exiting from a neutrino interaction in the 

liquid scintillator. The energy of the final state hadron(s) 

extends only to 10 GeV. However, this calorimeter must record 

proton recoils initiated by low energy neutrons entering the device. 

Detecting neutrons by their multiple interactions requires sensi

tivity down to 1 MeV. Again.a dynamic range of 104 is necessary. 

This detector must 1) measure the energy in each ~ylinder, 2) measure 

the longitude position in the cylinder to four inches, 3) measure 

the time of the occurrence of an event to 0.5nsec over the three 

microsecond beam burst, and 4) have mUltiple event capability to 

record the multiple pulse signature of the pion -·muon~ electron 

decay sequence. We therefore need a minimum of 400 channels ea~h 

of ADC ahd TDe. 

The information recorded for a typical PM is outlined in the 

blocK diagram of Fig- 3. The recording chain is initiated by the . 

beam gate, which opens the system for the entire beam spill. Each 

PM has 1) a discriminator, 2) coarse resolution event timing (SOns clock 

period) over the three microsecond spill, 3) fine resolution vernier 
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timing (interpolation within the clock period) tp O.5nsec: 

4) a pair of ADC's (both high and low sensitivity) to measure the 

charge deposited. A secon~ channel of coarse and vernier timings, 

armed by firing of the first, enables one to detect ;r or 11 decay. 

2. '~y Liauid Scintillator? 

The enormous size and large number of elements constrain 

the design of the above devices to be inexpensive, simple, reliable, 

stable and constantly monitorable. ~hese requirements dictate the 

use of liquid scintillator as opposed to plastic scintillator or 

liquid argon calorimetry. (Liquid argon technology to/as unJ'.:no~,·,n at 

the time of design.) Liquid scintillator offers several advantages 

relative to plastic: 1) lower light attenuation length (typically 

3 meters vs. 1 meter), 2) inexpensiveness {approximately ~1.00 per 

gallon vs. the price of gold at the old value:}, 3) uniform light 

output (liquids mix uniforMly), and 4) the flexibility of building 

any possible shape -- one simply bends a metal box and fills it 

with liquid. 

Inexpensive liquid scinti1lator3 consistsof _50~~ USP light 

mineral oil -35~~ 1,2,4 trimethylbenzene, and -5% proprietary ingre

dients. For large volume applications, dilution of this scintillator 

by a factor of two with white mineral oil decreases the light output 

by only 30~~. For experiments where pulse shape discrimination is 

necessary (the Brook's effect) the mixture changes somewhat. 

Experiments where the oil is exposed to low temperatures (40°F), 

low pour point (-20° to OOF) naphthalene-based (vs. paraffin-based) 

mineral oil is necessary to avoid clouding of the scintillator. 
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3. Pure Liau id ~·Jices vs .SaM?l ing De'] ices 

Two facts suggested that pure liquid scintillator \llould 

yield energy resolution superior to a fine-grained sar.lpling device 

in the FNAL experiment: 1) The high concentration of hydrogen 

(ratio of carbon atoms to hydrogen atoms is 1/1.9) suggests that 

the energy of evaporation neutrons produced in hadronic sho\4Jers may 

be recoverable: 2) binding energy losses are low due to the 10\'1 Z 

of the carbon. Figure 4 sho\4JS a compendium of energy resolutions 

for several calorimeters with various sampling granularities that hav~ 

been reported at this conference. In the 20 GeV hadronic energy 

range, appropriate to typical neutrino interaction at F~AL, pure 

liquid is superior to sampling devices. 

In the low energy nm.. experiment, the protons of interest \vould 

be absorbed by sa~lpling plates. Further, thi.s experirn2nt requires 

an active shield against the neutrons which ara in equilibrium with 

-neutrinos.	 As is shown in Fig. 5, the attenuation length for 6 MeV 

neutrons is 10 em. In travelling through the entire target of ~10 

attenuation lengths, neutrons ~ark their presence through ~ultiple 

interactions .. Thus, a neutron-free event sample is obtained by in

sisting that the entire Brookhaven calorimeter be quiet, except 

fora lon'e cyiinder in the een ter of the de tee tor. 

4. Guid~n3the Ligh~ThrQt~]h t:he Scintillator 

How does one guide light through liquid scintillator? For 

acceptable efficiency with several bounces, one needs an interface _ 

that is ·totally int-ernally refl~cting. Of all plastics only teflon. 
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with an index of refraction equal to 1.35, has an index smaller 

than that of the liquid scintillator, typically 1.47. Figure 5 

displays the technique of using a scintillator-teflon interface 

to guide light out of the liquid. The critical angle of total 

internal reflection, below which all light is captured, is 24°. 

4The teflon fi1rn is typically 0.001" thick. The surface not 

in contact with the liquid is cQated with evaporated aluminum and 

backed with an adhesive. The alu~inum coating is necessary for 

thin layers «lcm) of scintillator. It specularly reflects 

ultraviolet light produced by dE/dx loss, insuring that it travels 

a sufficient distance to be absorbed by the wavelength shifter. 

The adhesive allows one conveniently to paste the teflon film onto 

the container walls. One merely peals the teflon from its mylar 

backing (a packaging technique similar to double-sided Scotch tape), 

smoothes the teflon onto the aluminum (which has been prewetted 

with a detergent solution), and squeezes out the water. The remaining 

mositure evaporates through the teflon. 

Figure 7 demonstrates the reflectivity of a teflon-coated 

module of the FNAL calorimeter. The response of the P~lls to 

horizontal muons is displayed as a function of the distance of the 

muons from the phototube. One 'would expect (as in ~urve III) a 

1/r2 variation in the aMount of light collected by the tube if 

phase space dominates the light ~ollection. Instead, the response 

of a single tube (curve I) and the response of all twelve tubes 

linearly added (curve II) show that the teflon is indeed working. 

For typically 10 bounces in this device, the change in amplitude 
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from the center of the calorimeter (50" from the phototubes) to the 

edge is ,::,15%. This correction is .directly calibrated by muons 

(curve II). A similar module for FNAL Experiment 310, with 1/4" 

5thick liquid layers, shows identical response to that above with 

an average of"250 reflections1 

The effects of the high reflectivity are evident in the pulse 

shape. The frent edge of the pulse is sharp, carrying infor~ation 

on the tifTling of the light deposition. However, the charge collecticn 

time is long, typically 50nsec, due to many transits bac]~ and forth 

in the module. These are seen as regular bumps on the falling edge 

o.f the pulse. 

5. Containing the Oil and Retaining Its Purity 

Figure 8 shows a cross-section of the Brookhaven calorimeter. 

In spite of the large hydrostatic force on the walls (50,000 pounds~ 

thin aluminum sheets (1 mm) from one wall (also 1 mm AI) to the 

other hold the calorimeter together and simultaneouslY.provide 

optical isolation. 

Although the container for the oil may well be gas tight, water 

tight, and jet-fuel tight, our experience is that it will still leak 

6
oil. Only fluorocarbon rub~er seems to keep the oil from finding 

its way out of a container. 

To assess possible contamination of the scintillating properties 

of the oil, we have tested the long term stability of the scintil

lator under exposure to many common construction materials. .Only 

teflon, fluorocarbon rubber, and epoxy paint (available in scotch

light white' for reflectivity) seem immune to 
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attack by	 the caustic trimethylbenzene. Epoxy paint is necessary 

for iron surfaces directly exposed to scintillator. The liquid 

invariably contains w~ter from condensation which causes uncon

ditioned iron to rust and discolor the water. 

6.	 Transmitting the Light to the PM 

We use the pressure of the oil itself to hold plexiglas 

windows against holes in the container of the BNL calorimeter. Fluoro

carbon	 rubber serves as the gasket between the window and the contain~r. 

8Clear epo~.t cooJ~ies make the light connection between the plexi
9 !.f',{!Ob 

glass windo\" and PM face. Inexpensive RCA 8055 tubes (5" diameter) 
IX10f, 

and 655A (2" diar.1eter) are used. A simple printed circuit board 

contains the dynode resistor chain and the socket for the tube. 

One high voltage supply provides po\oler for the 32 tubes of each 

module at BNL: a potentiometer at the base of each tube adjusts 

PM gain by regulating the voltage between the 5th and 6th dynodes. 

7. Getting the Signal Out (Alone) 

In the FNAL calorimeter, the typical signal from a minimu~ 

ionizing particle is 0.2 ~illivolts per tube. In a noisy environ

ment, where wide-gap spark chambers (firing at 50 kV) are sand

wiched between the faces of adjacent calorimeter ~odules, a system 

that is i~~une to spark noise picKup is mandatory. We utilize the 

phototuba as a push-pull source (Fig. S). The negative anoda signal 

and the positive signal from the last two dynodes (c3pacitatively 

coupled) drive a shielded, balanced twisted pair line (twinax). 

Since the PM is an ideal current source, we passively add the signals 

from 12 PM'S in a daisy chain. In the BNL application, the digiti 

zation electronics are housed at the PM, which avoids long cables 

and allows the entire module to be a Faraday cage for the electronics. 
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w~ have found it more economical to buy inexpensive tubes and 

amplify the signal with semiconductors, rather than buying more ex

pensive tubes. Figure 10 shows a block diagram of a balanced ~mplifier, 

a BAL/U~ transformer, and t\tw'o.parallel channels of digitization (each 

an ADC with a bilinear mode), a sensitive high resolution channel and 

an attenuated, low sensitivity channel. 

8. lvha t Kind of ADC? 

with the full scale coun~ limited in an ADC, the digitization 

error should match the calorimeter resolution. For a fractional 

energy resolution ,.,hich goes as the r~ciprocal of the square root 

of the charge collected, the ideal ADC response goes as the square 

root of the charge. On the other hand, if the fractional reso

lution is constant (a good approximation for the FNAL calorimeter), 

the l'"DC response should be logarith"":i.c. Charging the digitization 

capacitor with a quadratic o~ an exponential current source will 

~roduce these ADC responses. However, an excellent approximation 

can be ~chieved by piecewise, continuous functions; e.g., the 

Lecroy ADC, which has a sensitivity of 1/4 pc per channel for the 

first 128 channels and 1 pc for the next-128 channels, yielding a 

dyna~ic range of 5xl0
2 

• To obtain a range of 10
4 

one can stag]er 

t\·IO such bilinear scales. In the S~TJ:., calorimeter, tn.e last dynode 

drives a high sen~itivity bilinear channel, and the signal derived 

three dynodes earlier, ~hcre the signal is -30 times smaller, 

drlves a second bilinear scale. Thus one samples large signals 

early in the dynode chain before saturation. with such a device, 

3
9 bits give 3xl0 counts when one would ordinarily need 50,000 , 

counts with a linear ADC. 
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9. Equalizing, Monitoring, and Calibrating Tubes 

To equalize the gain of phototubes that have been linearly 

added, we utilize green light-emitting diodes (to match the blue 

response of the scintillator). with CA}mc controlled relays at the 

base of each PM, we turn off all tubes but one. The light-emitting 

diode checks the operation of the one PM left connected. The 

response to such a light-emitting diode {LED)is shown in Fig. 11, where 

the amplitude of the LED signal has been adjusted to give t~e same 

output as a minimum ionizing particle. The signal fluctuations, which 

are due to photoelectron statistics, imply that a 50 keV energy 

deposition in the FNAL calorimeter yields one collected photoelectron. 

In the Bt~ calorimeter, where 200 cylinders make LED monitoring 

difficult, optical fibers transport light to each phototube. 

To monitor the long-term response of the liquid and to calibrate 

the energy scale, we use vertical cosmic -ray muons (which have a 

high rate -- typically 1 KC ~- for these large devices). A gate 

is opened between each burst of the accelerator, thereby obtaining a 

continual cosmic-ray calibration of the entire system. 

To measure pile-up, etc., that might occur during the beam burst, 

the system is triggered by horizontal beam muons during part of the 

accelerator burst. 

10. Verifvinq the Linearitv of the ADC Chain 

To regularly check the entire ADC chain, we inject pulses, 
4whose amplitude spans the full 10 d~~amic range early, in the ADC 

·chain. A mercury pulser feeds pulses through a CA~mc controlled 

attenuator into the end of the twisted pair daisy chain of the FNAL 

system. The relay at the PM tube (see Fig. 12) switches the Pl·t out of 
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and the test source into the chain (see Fig. 12). FiJure 13 shows
 

a typical check of the linearity of the syste~.
 

11. Hadronic Bner~\" Pesolution 

The FNAL ca1ori~eter has been calibrated using an incident 

negative hadron beam (primarily rr-'s)with energies from 15 to 

150 G~V. ~e results are shown· in Fig. 14. The fractional resolution 

is <12~~ for this ran'Je of hadron.energies. The resolution is 

cOMpared with that obtained by sa~pling devices and by calculations 

in FiJ. 4. There the upper limit on hadron ener]y resolution 

in the 300 !'~0V re')ion is obta ';.ned fro,., t:te mass resolu ticn for ,,\. 

production i.n neutrino interactions. '::'his resolution (305~) is 

co~patible \aJith calculations of GabriellOfor thi.s region. 

12. Conta~n~cnt Corrections 

For showers initiated la~e in the calorimeter, like those 

shown in Fi]. lb, the transition curve i~ trunrated, and one would 

like to correct for partial shower containment. From the hadron 

calibration ren, wa have m2asur2d "average" sho\.;er transition 

curves for various incident energi.es (Fig. 15). These curves are 

fit by a st~ple algorithm
l 

. By artificially truncatin3 a fully

con~ained shower, we can fit the initial portion of the transition 

curve, and esti~ate the to~al energy in a shower, as if i~ were 

fully contained. We compare the results of this procedure with the 

actual deposi:ion~ Typically, cQrrecting a shower .that is 70:~ 

contained inflates the ener-3Y resolution' by a factor of only 30~~, 

i.e., from an ener,y resolution of 11% for a fully-contained shc~er 

to l·ti~ for the truncated shower. 
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13. Fitting Fluctua:~.onz in the ltadronic Transition Cur,,~s 

The resolution of hadron calorinetry is limited by the 

fluctuations between the amount of ener~y that goes into the 

hadronic component (W±,p,n, •.. ) vs. that which appears as electro

10magnetic energy (rro). Figure 13 shows a measurement of the 

energy deposited in a sampling calorimeter by pions and electrons 

of the sa~c ener3Y. Note that ~'s produce 30~~ less light than 

e-'s of the same enerJY, and that the spread is 20% vs. 8%, respectively. 

Nevertheless, the ~aximum energy deposited by the ~'s can reach 

all th~ way up to the ~axi~urn of ener1Y deposited by the electrons, 

i.e., \-.'hen 100;~ of th~ ~ en~rJY finds its to.'ay into the elec~ronic 

chann;?l via el,~stic char]e exchange. On the other hand, the lr 

end of the ~ curva corresponds to a maxi~al loss of energy in 

hadronic channels to binding energy, etc. 

This partition of ener1Y is immediately see~ in individual 

transition curves, an idealization of which is sketched in Fig. 17. 

I.,ocal buf"lps <30?~ lar-Jer than the avera~e transition curve are 

apparcn~.. (In produci.:lg the uavcra3e" curves of Fig. 15, the local 

variatio:)s ar~ averaged out.) For incident pions of fixed 

energy, one can fit the transition curves to ~inirnize th2 RMS 

dev~atio~ from the mean ener1Y of nll events. ~uch a fit chooses 

to dcfla~e the ccn~ribution of local bUMpS and to inflate the 

value of local depressions. For 25 GeV pions incident en the 

FNAL ca lor ir.lc ter , the fit decreases che RHS dcv ia tionf-rom 14~~ to 

.. h' . 10 h11~~. ' A contrlbutlon to t ~s Meetln] s o~s that such a decrease 

is pri~arily accomplished by rcmovin~ long tails in the resolution 

curv') , ~'ieldinc a pl1r(! (;auss ia:1 resolution function. 
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In addition to fitting transition curves, one can use the 

very different characteristics of electromagnetic and hadronic 

showers to sample the amount of energy deposited by each in a 

shower. Figure 18 shows a side view of the hybrid calorimeter 

under construction for FNAL neutrino Experiment 310~,12 Here vne 

alternates sections of low Z, high nuclear attentuation length 

with sections of high electromagnetic attentuation length and low 

collision length. ~ereby one samples hadronic and electromagnetic 

energy depositions in the device. Typically, a low Z segment is 

si~ilar to one of the 16 slabs in FNAL Experiment lA, whereas a 

high Z section is a slab filled with 1/4" thick, teflon

coa~ed lead sheets. 

14. Position DeterMination 

In the B~ffi calorimeter, it is necessary to determine 

where an individual particle traversed a cylinder along its 

6' length. Figure 19 shows a conceptual side 

view of a cylinder with a PM at each end. Th~ traversal position 

is determined in two alternate ways: 1) time of flight difference 

between th~ phototubes, and 2) normalized pulse height difference.
 

The second scheme measures the position of via the ratio R,
 

R :-: Vl - V2/Vl + V2, where Vl and V2 are the signals measured for
 

left and right· PM's,. respectively. The position resolution obtained
 

with this technique has been determined for muons travelling through
 

8 cylinders. A straight line fit to the ratios R yields the devi

ation shown in Fig. 20. The resolution for both this and the 

independent technique of time· of flight is a = 4", factor of twc 

times smallter than the hodoscopic grid size (0") in the other two 

dimensions. 
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Footnot.es 

1.	 This device is described by A. Benvenuti et al., Muc. Inst. 
and Math., Vol. 125 ~2, p. 447 (Ap. 15, 1975). 

2.	 We have measured the absorption length for 25 ~eV and SO GeV 
T-1S incident on this detcctor. I~ is l88~7 em. (The liquid3density is 0.8) 9mVcm.) 

3.	 We use Nuclear Enterprise Corporation liquid scintillator 
NE235A. 

4.	 American Durafilrn, Newton, ~ass.,.supplies teflon film. 
Hy-Sil, Revere, Hass., evaporates aluminum onto the teflon. 
Material !)istributors Corn., Noburn, r·1ass., adds the adhesive 
and mylar backing. 

5.	 See pre5en~ation at thi3 confererlce by R. Imlay, "Tests of
 
a Prototype Lead-Liquid Scintillator Calorimeter Module for
 
FNAL Experirn~nt 310."
 

6.	 RTV 733, Dow Corning Corp. 

7.	 Available from Nuclear ~nterprises Corporation. 

8.	 Sylgard 188 encapsulating resin, ~ow Corning Co. 

9.	 The bull~ price per tube is .~~O.OO. 

10.	 See contributions bv T. Gabriel to this conference and "Response 
of a Large All-Liquid Scintillator Spectro~eter and of a 24 
Layer Ircn-Plastic Spectrometer to Charged Pions and Procons in 
the Lo\y - 3eV ~nergy Range", T. A. Gabriel and J. D. Amburgey, 
ORNL-TM-13~9, Oak Ridge Reprint. 

11.	 From the contribution to this conference, "Design and Pcrfor~ance 
of a Liquid Scintillator/Iron Sandwich Calorimeter Used at the 
ISR", L. Baum, H. Hilscher, F. Lobkovicz, C. Rubbia, A. Straude, 
presented by H. Hilscher. 

12.	 See App~ndix 2, "A Detailed Discussion of the Target Calori 
m~ter to Deter~ine both ~nergy and Duration of the Hadronic 
Jet" of FNAL Proposal -:310, by A. Benvenuti et al. 
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